
Our growing company is looking for a strategy internship. If you are looking for an
exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for strategy internship

Apply creative problem-solving skills to strategic initiatives
Build financial models (i.e., Microsoft Excel)
Conduct ad-hoc analyses for senior executives to support decisions about
corporate development and overall organizational strategy
Utilize the findings of your research and analyses to creatively construct well-
thought-out ideas and solutions that address the assigned projects
Support the evaluation of strategic options and develop recommendations
for both enterprise-wide and business unit specific projects
Support the development and presentation of materials outlining complex
and challenging business issues for various internal stakeholders including but
not limited to executive management
Support overseeing the technology strategy development process which
includes technology strategy process, effort to develop and refine strategy,
and implementation of steps and plans
Support the review, update, and management of key R&D/technology
processes to grow revenue, reduce costs and improve efficiency
Assist in managing external technology efforts with involvement from senior
management which includes determining objectives, budget, timelines,
project tasks, and facilitating communications within the plants
Assist as a technical resource and responds to specialized questions/concerns
regarding group project design and scope
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As the position is highly analytical in nature, you need to have excellent
numerical skills and knowledge in finance and managerial accounting,
including Excel modeling skills
Working language is English, but knowledge of other languages is highly
appreciated
Knowledge in chemical industry is obviously a plus but not a must, as we
expect you to be a quick learner
Conduct market research and competitive analysis in the area of Airline
Revenue Optimization
Support the team to identify business needs and opportunities


